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PROMOTION

DU JOUR
Operators get creative to kick
up their food and beverage
business among locals and
during slow dayparts.
By Dani Friedland,
assistant editor
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H

ungry to boost your bottom
line? The answer may lie in
focusing on food and beverage
to keep more of your guests dining on
property, get the most out of slower
dayparts and perhaps even lure in a
few locals.
Hoteliers are amping up the wining
and dining parts of their operations
with creative offerings tying into a host
of new food and beverage promotions.

Lunch leads

At Le Meridien Philadelphia, a blast
from the past (specifically, the past
depicted in the TV show “Mad Men”)
is helping out. The “Three Martini
Lunch” promotion kicked off there
last summer, says Mark Shuda, vice
president, food and beverage and
procurement at HEI Hotels & Resorts,
which owns and operates the property.
For US$30, diners got onion soup,
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same as the happy hour. “The investment in it was, quite frankly, just some
printing of cards,” he notes. “Any time
we can get them from lunch and happy
hour, that’s 100% return.”
In other markets, where HEI owns
multiple properties, the promotion has
had an additional benefit: diners can
have lunch in the boutique-style Hotel
Minneapolis, say, and then redeem
their martinis at Bank at the Westin.
“We have the ability to cross market
in both restaurants,” Shuda says. “We
don’t care if we trade business; we own
both hotels.”
Lunch also provided an opportunity
for David Burke Primehouse in The
James Chicago. The hotel kicked 50
lunch covers to more than 200 covers

by offering the US$16 40-day dry-aged
burger for US$5 at lunch and dinner
on weekdays. “The average check for
lunch was only affected by a few dollars,” says Sims Foster, vice president,
restaurant and bars, for Denihan
Hospitality, because of the various
add-ons offered with the burger.
Slow times speed up

Slower dayparts can be a great opportunity for food and beverage promotions in general. At Tides Riviera Maya
in Playa Del Carmen, Tuesdays were
slow, says General Manager Pedro
Lara. So the restaurant invested in
handmade tablecloths and some lighting and local color for ambiance and
launched Tuesday night market dinners

Chef Patrick Ponsaty
of Mistral at Loews
Coronado Bay in San
Diego makes a salad
with guest-foraged
produce at an On the
Farm Dinner.

steak frites and a choice of three martinis — which, as most modern livers
and employers will appreciate, don’t all
have to be consumed at lunch.
Diners return for the rest at happy
hour, for dinner or for lunch the next
day. The promotion is measurable,
because diners have to bring a card
back to get their martinis — and every
single one has, Shuda says, even though
the lunch customer typically wasn’t the

Executive Chef Rich Gresh
toasts guests at an Al
Greshco dinner at The
James Hotel in Chicago.
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The causeway between Walt Disney
World’s Swan and Dolphin was the
scene for a food and wine festival
that will double in size this year.

linking the two properties. The event
was such a hit that it will be twice as
large this year, with Todd English as a
confirmed participant.
For US$50 and a slightly increased
room rate, guests got to eat and drink
as much as they wished, or they could
do the festival à la carte — and 80%
stayed at the Swan, the Dolphin or
another Disney-area hotel. Based on
the class he taught, Porcellini estimates
50% of attendees were from Florida,
bringing in repeat business from what
he calls “the Cheers mentality.”
“You want to go where everybody
knows your name,” Porcellini explains.
“We have restaurant managers
teaching courses, meeting people.
[Attendees] come back throughout
the year.”
Personal bonds

Cooking at the Counter with Dean at
Fearing’s at the Ritz-Carlton in Dallas allows
guests to connect with Chef Dean Fearing in
addition to boosting lunch sales.

featuring local specialties, street foods
and locally brewed beers. For that
investment, Lara says, the hotel now
captures 80% to 85% of guests for
dinner on those days.
Food and beverage promotions can
even sell out a weekend that isn’t otherwise busy, as Director of Food and
Beverage Tony Porcellini learned when
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he set up the Food and Wine Classic
at Walt Disney World’s Swan and
Dolphin last year. Combining elements
he and his colleagues liked from other
food and wine festivals, he contacted
some vendors for food and wine,
arranged seminars on topics from
sake to wine blending and set up food
and beverage booths on the causeway

That connection with staff can also be
a major selling point. At Fearing’s at
the Ritz-Carlton in Dallas, volume at
lunch tended to be soft, but there was
interest in cooking classes taught by
Chef Dean Fearing. The restaurant
set up 10 stools at the counter in front
of the expediter area, and Cooking
at the Counter with Dean was born,
Fearing’s General Manager Michael
Gluckman says.
The chef welcomes the group with an
appetizer and a mimosa, and then he
demonstrates a starter from the menu.
The chef de cuisine presents an entrée,
and the pastry chef shows the group
how to make a dessert. After the class,
the guests get to eat all three courses
with wine pairings presented by the
sommelier. The chefs create a personal
bond with the guests, who have access
to a special chef phone line for questions on the class’s recipes.
The trick, though, is that lunch
service goes on around the demonstration. “The other guests that are in the
restaurant see what’s going on and
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Guests at an On the Farm Dinner
offered by Loews Coronado Bay’s
Mistral restaurant tour Suzie’s Farm.

want to come to the class next week,”
Gluckman says.
Initially, the monthly classes each
cost US$200. Now, that price is
US$225. “The initial goal wasn’t to
make money, but it has been very profitable,” Gluckman says. “In terms of
ROI, it’s incremental revenue — almost
US$30,000 a year. The cooks are there,
Dean’s there, all my servers are there.
It’s another way to bring in revenue.”
Class attendees tend to be local —
another common key to a successful
food and beverage promotion, like the
On the Farm Dinners Loews Coronado
Bay operates from its Mistral restaurant. “It’s been primarily local guests,”
Director of Food and Beverage Ellen
Burke Van Slyke says, though they have
been known to squeeze in a table for
hotel guests.
Seeing green

For the events, guests go to Suzie’s
Farm, an organic farm 10 minutes from
the San Diego hotel. After a glass of
champagne, diners learn about farming
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principles. Then the guests forage their
own salads, hand their harvest to the
chef and have an organic mixology
class with butler-passed hors d’oeuvres
while the chef washes and prepares the
salads. Next comes dinner, paired with
biodynamic wines.
“Diners are more savvy now than
they were five years ago … they’re
much more aware of what they’re
eating, where it’s coming from and
who has touched your food,” Burke
Van Slyke says. “Only two people have
touched the beets: the person who
picked them and the chef who washed
and picked them.
“A lot of people who had been to the
first dinner had never been to Mistral,”
she adds, and the dinner series generated a lot of regular clients.
In terms of investment, Burke Van
Slyke says, the dinners themselves were
a break-even, but the increased client
base has been a great ROI. “We say an
increase of revenue of 32% last year,
and a 28% increase in cover count,”
she says, and that’s just food and

beverage. (The restaurant got a
facelift and a new chef, as well,
but she thinks the farm dinners were
the most successful promotion.)
Executive Chef Rick Gresh at
Chicago’s James Hotel has also
picked up on the green trend. He has
merged the city’s Green City Market
with social media for a series of “Al
Greshco” dinners for the last two
summers. He posts about what he’s
finding at the market, and the 20 patio
seats that might not otherwise sell are
only available through Twitter and
Facebook. The dinners have sold out
every time, Foster says, and because
it’s a prix fixe menu, the price point
is higher.
The advantage of events with local
diners is clear, Fearing’s Gluckman
says. “We don’t have to rely on hotel
occupancy to make sure we stay busy
in the restaurant. We’re getting hits on
things for our local guests.”
And in this challenging economy,
that could be a world of difference for a
hotel restaurant.
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Morning
rituals
Premium product and highend presentations shake up
breakfast beverage service.
By Dani Friedland,
assistant editor

B

reakfast can be challenging.
Sure, some guests want something new and exciting, but others want it to be, well, breakfast. And
that might explain why some hotels
are turning to coffee and tea service
to shake up their offerings within the
boundaries of familiar morning rituals.
When Loews started to rebrand itself
six years ago, focus groups revealed
that breakfast was one of the three
most important priorities for guests.
Consequently, breakfast at Loews
was born, according to Ellen Burke
Van Slyke, creative director of food &
beverage at the Loews Coronado Bay
Resort and Spa in San Diego.
Part of that effort has been a focus
on the French press, which has become
part of the hotel’s meeting offerings.
As guests come into the room, banquet
waiters operate 12 French press pots
of organic, fair-trade coffee for an
interactive moment to start the day.
“The aroma is really fabulous,” Burke
Van Slyke says, and the end result is a
deeper, richer cup of coffee with all the
coffee bar fixings. The pots also can
brew organic tea, and that’s part of the
normal French press service.
“We want you to have a food and
beverage experience that makes you
feel like you’re in a restaurant, and not
in a ballroom,” she adds — particularly
since meeting guests may never make it
into the hotel’s restaurant.
And that coffee experience is
profitable. Meeting planners pay more
for the service, because of the extra
staff on hand to compress the coffee.
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“People don’t mind spending the
extra dollar if the quality is there,”
Burke Van Slyke says.
At Fearing’s at the Ritz-Carlton
in Dallas, customers who order
tea are presented with a leather
box containing glass vials of loose
tea. General Manager Michael
Gluckman says the presentation
actually came from Mighty Leaf, the
property’s tea vendor.
“A lot of people don’t understand
the difference between loose tea
and tea bags,” he says, but that can
change after the guest spends a few
minutes reading about and sniffing
various teas. “It’s obviously a much
different impact than if you just
saw a bunch of tea bags in a box.”
Fearing’s also relies on French
presses for its coffee service, with
beans from a local roaster who
roasts single-variety coffees weekly.
“We want to give our guests the
best product possible,” Gluckman
notes. “They’re actually seeing that.”

The French press (above) is a point of focus at
Loews Coronado Bay, while guests at Fearing’s
in Dallas choose among vials of loose tea.

